4
The Acts of Defining

The act of naming is based on a factual premise and a definition, or classificatory principle. Like all conclusions in arguments, the classification
depends on the strength of the acceptability of the premises supporting
it. The interlocutor can rationally explain that he cannot accept the conclusion because he does not agree with one of the premises supporting
it. Emotive words can be used as dialectical instruments of manipulation.
They can hide reality or conceal the controversial nature of a definition. In
both cases, the interlocutor is prevented from judging a classification and
challenging it. Dialectical strategies of hiding facts or meaning can explain
the force and the danger of arguments from classification, and help in analyzing the pragmatic dimension of definitions.
The meaning of words can be controversial, vague, or unshared. In these
cases, the definition cannot be considered as acceptable by the interlocutor, and becomes the standpoint of a discussion. In the previous chapter we
showed how a definition can be evaluated and rejected by showing that it
does not fulfill semantic and logical conditions. If ‘true peace’ is defined
as ‘waging war against nations breaching civil rights,’ it is possible to attack
the definition and show that war cannot in any case be considered as peaceful. There is nothing inherently wrong in redefining a concept, as long as
the freedom of altering, choosing, or précising the meaning does not limit
the other party’s freedom to accept or challenge it. The thin line between
negotiating, discussing, proposing a definition, and imposing it lies in the
pragmatic nature of the conversational framework.
If we analyze the deceptive uses of language, we notice that something
is always missing. Some redefinitions can be controversial, or at worst ridiculous, such as Stevenson’s redefinition of ‘culture’ or Huxley’s sarcastic
description of the meaning of ‘true freedom.’ In such cases, the interlocutor can evaluate the definitional discourse and choose whether to accept it
or challenge it by means of criticisms or counterarguments. Other redefinitions are subtler. They are often unnoticed and therefore unchallenged.
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They are presupposed, taken for granted, and therefore not subject to
criticism. They are hidden in a classification of reality, as they are simply
used to name a state of affairs in a specific fashion, to lead the interlocutor
to the wanted conclusion or judgment. This strategy, called argument by
definition, is a dialectical technique to position into place a meaning that
the interlocutor does not or cannot share. From a dialectical point of view,
the speaker rules out the interlocutor’s possibility of challenging a premise.
From a pragmatic perspective, his assertion is based on conditions that are
known to be not shared, and it is intended to be infelicitous. Finally, the
move rhetorically increases the burden of challenging and rejecting the
unacceptable argument.
In this chapter we will analyze the dialectical effects of defining, starting
from the distinctions between the different acts of defining. Building on
Viskil’s (1994) idea of classifying definitions under different types of speech
acts, we will apply the tools of the pragmatic approaches to describe the
requirements and the effects of every kind of act of defining. In this fashion,
we will show the differences between the preconditions, for example, of the
act of reminding of and the act of imposing a definition. The pragmatic
profile will provide a set of pragmatic changes that can be developed in
a dialectical perspective. Defining can be analyzed as an act that modifies
the possible moves of the interlocutor and alters his set of commitments.
The acts of defining will be classified according to two distinctions: positive–
negative (or rather non-negative) and explicit–implicit. The first distinction
points out the two different possible modalities to act with respect to a definition. The speaker can provide a definition in order to avoid vagueness or
ambiguity, or omit a definition when it is necessary, in order to achieve a
specific dialectical effect. The second distinction captures the two modalities
the speaker can choose for providing or putting into place a definition. He
can make it explicit, or simply take a definition for granted. All these types
of actions presuppose different conditions and result in various dialectical
effects and strategies, ranging from opening possible attacks and criticisms
to imposing commitments and impeding rejections.
This theoretical framework will be applied to and tested against some
political discourses, in which the different acts of defining play a crucial
role in building not only a shared meaning but also the ground for his further dialectical moves. In particular, the effects of the explicit and implicit
moves in Obama’s speeches will be examined, and the role and strategic
force of implicit definitions will be compared with the teachings of the
ancient rhetoricians.
1. How Definitions Can Change Reality
In Chapter 3 we introduced different types of definitional structures, or
discourses. Definitions may proceed by genus and difference, enumeration of the parts, or description. Each definitional structure has specific
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logical properties and can be used to achieve different specific argumentative goals. The propositional structure needs to be distinguished from its
use, or rather from its role as a discourse move (Gobber 2007: 461; Rigotti
1993; Stati 1990).
As shown in the last chapter, definitions are instruments to name reality. They are often implicit and are left unstated as hidden premises of our
reasoning from classification. We never realize how important and crucial
definitions are until something goes wrong, until our interlocutor or ourselves need to state, change, or reject them, or simply until we understand
that the definitions we take for granted do not correspond to the definition
that our interlocutor is using or maintaining. In such cases, they cease to be
implicit components of our reasoning and become the propositional content of real discourse moves, having as a common purpose the alteration of
the interlocutor’s classificatory grounds. However, the way such a modification is brought about can vary. In order to understand the different strategies of introducing a new definition, we can analyze some uses in political
discourse, beginning from one of the most famous contemporary speeches,
Obama’s Nobel Peace Prize speech.
In this address, Obama needs to reconcile two “irreconcilable truths”: Wars
can be used to preserve the peace, but they promise human tragedy. The
most powerful instruments he uses are the definition and redefinition of crucial concepts. One of the first moves he makes is to support the claim that the
wars waged by the United States are or can be justified. To do so, he reminds
his audience of the concept and meaning of ‘just war’ (Barack Obama, Nobel
Peace Prize Acceptance Address, Oslo, Norway, December 10, 2009):
Definition as a Piece of Information or a Reminder: ‘Peace’
The concept of a “just war” emerged, suggesting that war is justified only when it
meets certain preconditions: if it is waged as a last resort or in self-defense; if the
force used is proportional, and if, whenever possible, civilians are spared from violence. [. . .]What I do know is that meeting these challenges will require the same
vision, hard work, and persistence of those men and women who acted so boldly
decades ago. And it will require us to think in new ways about the notions of just war
and the imperatives of a just peace.

Obama relies on one of the essential communicative characteristics of
definitions, i.e. the fact that they are presumed to be shared by the interlocutors. Definitions are the basic grounds of understanding, and therefore they are taken to be known by the audience. However, sometimes the
speaker needs to inform the audience of the meaning of an uncommon
or possibly unshared term, or simply remind them of such a meaning, in
order to make sure that the definition is part of the interlocutors’ common ground. Obama needed to inform and remind the audience that wars
can be justified, in order to show that U.S. wars were waged for just reasons and support the new concept that he needs to introduce, ‘just peace.’
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Therefore, in this passage he states the definition, or rather the sufficient
and necessary conditions of the concept, introducing as a commitment a
meaning that the hearers might not share. He points out that it was a concept introduced in the past, to reinforce the hearers’ commitment to such
a proposition.
Further on in the text, Obama uses the word ‘peace’ in an unconventional fashion, without having first advanced any new definition for it. He
claims that soldiers should not be honored as “makers of war” but rather
“wagers of peace”:
Implicit Redefinition: ‘Peace’
Peace requires responsibility. Peace entails sacrifice. That is why NATO continues to
be indispensable. That is why we must strengthen UN and regional peacekeeping,
and not leave the task to a few countries. That is why we honor those who return
home from peacekeeping and training abroad to Oslo and Rome; to Ottawa and
Sydney; to Dhaka and Kigali – we honor them not as makers of war, but as wagers
of peace.

The verb ‘to wage’ presupposes an activity to be carried on, an action
(usually a campaign or a war). By using ‘peace’ as an argument of such
a predicate, he bends its meaning, which can no longer be considered as
a condition or state of affairs, as an “absence of conflict.” He implicitly
redefines this concept. He uses it with a definition that his audience cannot share, as it clearly departs from the ordinary and accepted use of the
term. Through this move he introduces as a metaphorical and paradoxical
expression a redefinition that he later makes explicit.
The pivotal strategic move in this speech is to alter the audience’s commitments to the meaning of peace. The first definition he introduced, the
description of ‘just war,’ split the notion of war into two species: just and
unjust war. However, if there is a just war, there also must be a just peace,
“for of necessity the contrary species must be in the contrary genus, if there
be any contrary to the genus” (Aristotle, Topics, 123b 7–9). This implicit
step of reasoning leads him to advance a new definition:
Definition as a Standpoint: ‘Peace’
For peace is not merely the absence of visible conflict. Only a just peace based upon
the inherent rights and dignity of every individual can truly be lasting. [. . .]
For true peace is not just freedom from fear, but freedom from want.

Here we notice that the move consists of two steps. First, Obama defines the
new species of ‘peace,’ ‘just peace.’ He counters the commonly accepted
definition as too vague and proposes to introduce a species, “just peace,”
which is claimed to correspond to the new ‘true’ meaning of peace, “freedom from want.” Obama provides an apparently sound argument to support such a claim, maintaining that the only way of having a lasting peace is
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to avoid the causes of possible instabilities. He advances such a definition as
a proposal that needs to be borne out, even though the very structure of the
discourse he was giving could not allow possible counterarguments.
The structure of this speech can be analyzed in terms of commitments.
Obama wishes to support a specific viewpoint, and in order to do so, he
builds up a new definition proceeding from what the people have already
accepted, or from what they should accept. The only definitional move that
forced this dynamic is the implicit redefinition, which Obama made explicit
later on, without relying on it. From a dialectical perspective, we can say
that Obama supports new definitional claims using past commitments. His
purpose is to bind himself and the audience to the new redefinition of
peace and lead his listeners to accept it.
In his Inaugural Address (In a Dark Valley: Barack Obama’s Inaugural
Address) Obama uses a strategy of redefinition completely different from
the ones just mentioned. The definitions of ‘just war’ and ‘peace’ are aimed
at modifying the interlocutors’ understanding of the concept of war and
peace. For this reason, they are open to criticism, as they can be compared
with the shared meaning. In contrast, the following move is not intended to
alter the commitments of the listeners, but only Obama’s:
Definition as a Commitment: ‘We-ness’
We – and in this presidency, when I use that word, I will mean you and me, not the
royal “we” to which American presidents have become far too attached – we can, I
think, hope to accomplish much, but only if we’re honest with ourselves.

Obama commits himself to a specific meaning of ‘we.’ He is not simply
specifying its reference, but distinguishing the meaning of the pronoun as
a pluralis maiestatis from the ordinary meaning. By refusing the royal definition, he commits himself to a meaning that includes the speaker as one of
a number (the audience) performing an action. Obama not only clarifies
the meaning of his words, he commits himself to a definition that wants to
mirror his political attitude, consisting in making the people part of the
decisions that need to be made.
These uses of definition that we just analyzed are purely persuasive. They
are meant to lead the audience to a specific viewpoint, which can be the definition itself, or what the definition implies. The force of definitions can go far
beyond the power of persuasion. Crucial concepts can be politically defined
and redefined, in order to apply a specific law or politics to a state of affairs.
When the speaker is the lawmaker, he has also the authority of deciding what
the words in the laws mean. In this case, he is not simply using or proposing
a definition, but actually imposing it. He stipulates a new meaning for a word
in order to establish new behavior. Schiappa showed the mechanism of this
strategy by analyzing the redefinition of ‘wetland’ (Schiappa 1996; 1998),
which since its coming into broad use in the 1960s and 1970s was vague.
The coexistence of several definitions allowed President Bush to redefine it,
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restricting its meaning in order to meet the promises made to the environmentalists, who were seeking the protection of the areas labeled as wetland,
and at the same time allowing for the development of such lands (Schiappa
1998: 31). Similarly, the concept of “homeland security,” first introduced and
defined in 2002 primarily as powers to prevent terrorist attacks, was redefined
in later 2007 and 2010 to include other types of threats to the national security. In 2002 ‘homeland security’ was defined as follows (Office of Homeland
Security, National Strategy for Homeland Security (Washington, DC: Office of
Homeland Security, 2002: 2; see also Homeland Security Art. I sec. 101):
Imposing a Definition: ‘Homeland Security’
Homeland security is a concerted national effort to prevent terrorist attacks within
the United States, reduce America’s vulnerability to terrorism, and minimize the
damage and recover from attacks that do occur.

However, since 2007, the types of threats to security multiplied. In order
to deal with the emergencies of Hurricane Katrina, proposals for a definitional change were advanced to include “man-made and natural hazards” (see
Bellavita 2008), until 2011, when a new definition was advanced (Quadrennial
Homeland Security Review Report Page, 11 February 2010: 13):
Imposing a Redefinition: ‘Homeland Security’
Homeland security is meant to connote a concerted, shared effort to ensure a
homeland that is safe, secure, and resilient against terrorism and other hazards
where American interests, aspirations, and way of life can thrive.

In this case, not only is the war on terror and environmental security
included, but all other types of hazards, including cyber-terrorism. The new
definition was meant to face a growing number of dangers and guarantee
prompt responses to emergency situations.
The choice and imposition of a definition can set or change categories
and rules. However, sometimes the new definitions conflict with commonly
shared concepts, creating dangerous ambiguities. Such definitions do not
only set a rule, but also have a persuasive or potentially manipulative function, exploiting the different meanings of the redefined word (see Zarefsky
2004). For instance, we can consider the following proposed amendment
to the National Defense Authorization Act (Section 1034 of H.R. 1540, 2
and 3), in which ‘armed conflict’ is contextually redefined with respect to
the meaning established in the 1949 Geneva Conventions. It is aimed at
including not only the actual non-international conflict in Afghanistan but
also all forms of terrorism or suspected support of terrorism:
Imposing Definitions: ‘Armed Conflict’
[. . .] (2) the President has the authority to use all necessary and appropriate
force during the current armed conflict with al-Qaeda, the Taliban, and
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associated forces pursuant to the Authorization for Use of Military Force
(Public Law 107–40; 50 U.S.C. 1541 note);
(3) the current armed conflict includes nations, organization, and persons
who –
(A) are part of, or are substantially supporting, al-Qaeda, the Taliban, or
associated forces that are engaged in hostilities against the United
States or its coalition partners; or
(B) have engaged in hostilities or have directly supported hostilities in aid
of a nation, organization, or person described in subparagraph (A).

Here an ambiguity is created with an acknowledged meaning of (non-internationalized) ‘armed conflict.’ Under the laws of war, it refers to armed
conflicts “which take place in the territory of a High Contracting Party
between its armed forces and dissident armed forces or other organized
armed groups which, under responsible command, exercise such control
over a part of its territory as to enable them to carry out sustained and
concerted military operations and to implement this Protocol” (Article 1
of Additional Protocol II – Geneva Convention 1949). This definition is
much narrower than the one advanced in Section 1034 and would exclude
terrorist attacks (that do not exercise control over a part of U.S. territory),
let alone supporters of such organizations, from the concept of armed
conflict. According to the Geneva definition, the United States is at war in
Afghanistan, while the operations against terrorists could not be classified
as armed conflicts. To the contrary, in order to allow the application of the
National Defense Authorization Act, the president redefined the crucial
concept and broadened it to include any possible member or supporter
of terrorist groups. The Act, introduced to take prompt measures in wartime, also applies to a situation that cannot be commonly considered as
an ‘armed conflict’ under the laws of war. This new definition, however,
implicitly redefines other concepts that depend on it, or rather leaves such
terms without a definition. For instance, in the aforementioned amendment 1034, two concepts are mentioned, whose meanings cannot correspond to the ordinary one:
Omitting definitions: ‘Belligerent’ and ‘Hostilities’
(4) the President’s authority pursuant to the Authorization for Use of Military
Force (Public Law 107–40; 50 U.S.C. 1541 note) includes the authority to
detain belligerents, including persons described in paragraph (3), until the
termination of hostilities.

What does ‘belligerent’ mean, if the very concept of armed conflict does not
correspond to the ordinarily accepted one? What does ‘hostilities’ mean?
Only in 2009 was this term first defined as “any conflict subject to the laws
of war” (10 U.S.C. § 948a 9); however, the broad concept of ‘armed conflict’
exceeded the categories of the laws of war. The imposition of a definition sets
a rule, which can be attacked, discussed, or amended. It imposes a criterion
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of classification that constitutes a position, a commitment of the speaker.
The most powerful and dangerous definitional move is exactly the contrary
of imposing a definition, namely, failing to do so. The speaker introduces
a term, a key concept upon which the application of the rule depends, but
he does not define it, leaving it open to a wide range of interpretations.
This strategic move was used by Reagan to avoid any commitment to the
(indiscriminate) cuts he wanted to make to the welfare system (Weiler 1992:
243). He introduced a new concept of ‘needy,’ the truly needy, which was not
defined (Zarefsky, Miller-Tutzauer & Tutzauer 1984). Its contrary, the “apparently” needy, or rather the people who illegitimately benefited from the welfare system, were condemned as a fraud to the United States and the poor,
but the two categories were never described in a fashion to clearly establish
classificatory boundaries. Reagan could reduce the welfare budget heavily
hitting the poor, as ‘truly needy’ potentially meant any poor and none.
The absence of a definition, or its vagueness, opens up a dialogical move,
the possibility of defining or redefining a concept. Such a move is extremely
powerful when implicit. The possibility of leaving it unexpressed comes
directly from the absence of a conflicting shared definition. One of the
most famous contemporary cases is the implicit redefinition of ‘hostilities’
used by Obama to classify the American intervention in Libya. Under the
War Powers Resolution (US Code 1541), the president needs to obtain the
authorization of the Congress to continue the hostilities within sixty days
after the beginning thereof (War Powers Resolution, sec 5b, Public Law
93–148). However, the concept of ‘hostilities’ was not provided in such an
act, and the aforementioned definition is extremely vague, not giving any
criterion to classify the American involvement in a conflict. This vagueness
allowed Obama to redefine ‘hostilities’ to exclude the American strikes in
Libya. He implicitly redefined such a concept in a narrower way, including
only ground troop intervention, sustained fighting, and exchanges of fire.
From this definition airstrikes are excluded, especially if missiles are fired
and bombs are dropped by unmanned aircraft (Obama Administration letter to Congress justifying Libya engagement, June 15th, 2011, p. 25):
Implicit Redefinition: ‘ Hostilities’
The President is of the view that the current U.S. military operations in Libya are consistent with the War Powers Resolution and do not under that law require further congressional authorization, because U.S. military operations are distinct from the kind of
“hostilities” contemplated by the Resolution’s 60 day termination provision. [. . .] U.S.
operations do not involve sustained fighting or active exchanges of fire with hostile
forces, nor do they involve the presence of U.S. ground troops, U.S. casualties or a serious threat thereof, or any significant chance of escalation into a conflict characterized
by those factors.

Instead of explicitly arguing for a new definition, or rather a specification,
of the concept, Obama takes it for granted. He does not reject the shared
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one, nor does he attack it based on its vagueness. He does not even suggest
that it should be better clarified. Instead, he supports the claim that the
United States is not engaged in any hostilities in Libya (and therefore he
does not need the Congress’ authorization) based on the fact that ground
troops have not been deployed and ground battles have not been fought.
He presupposes that ‘hostilities’ means only active fighting by ground
troops, which does not correspond to any accepted definition of the term
under the U.S. laws or military dictionaries.
These examples from political discourse show how definitions can be
used in a dialogue. They can be proposed or imposed; they can remind the
interlocutor of a commitment or inform him of a shared one. However,
they can also be omitted or simply hidden. In political discourse, such
uses appear as strategies that can be used for persuasive reasons. However,
these strategies represent dialectical moves that have specific preconditions
and effects. They are acts that occur in a dialogue, and at the same time
are affected by the dialogical context and the previous dialogical moves
(Kramer 2003). In order to analyze such conditions and consequences, we
will analyze the use of definitions in law, where specific and explicit rules set
out the limits and the effects of the different types of definitions, or rather
acts of defining. By analyzing the rules of the acts of definition in law it is
possible to understand their potential effects and conditions in ordinary
language, governed by social and moral constraints.
2. The Acts of Defining
Definitions can be used for different purposes and have different dialectical
effects, or rather effects on the dialogical situation. They are the propositional content of acts of language. Definitions can be used to impose a meaning, or advance a proposal of clarification or disambiguation, or inform the
interlocutor. However, we usually imagine acts as positive actions. We often
forget that we can voluntarily bring about a state of affairs by refraining
from performing a specific action. The omission of expected behavior or
words is an instrument to perform a specific action, not committing the
speaker (or rather the non-speaker) to a specific decision or proposition
(see Tannen 1985: 97). Silence can be regarded as a speech act of a kind
(Ephratt 2008: 1921). Within the category of non-positive acts it is possible
to classify (unduly) an actual non-act, consisting in taking for granted a
proposition. Like omitting and silence, taking for granted cannot be considered a form of intentional conveyance of a communicative intention or
the performance of a dialogical effect unless it breaches a dialogical expectation, agreeing upon what is not shared.
These distinctions can be useful to analyze how the use of a definition
can affect the structure of dialogical commitments. In order to show the
structure of such different types of acts, they will be analyzed within a specific context, that of legal dialogue and in particular legal discussions,
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including civil and criminal cases. The rules of the legal context highlight
crucial dialogical features of the different acts, showing their conditions
and requirements.
2.1. Positive Acts of Defining
Definitions can be used to create a new classification. This use has been
referred to in the tradition as the stipulative (Robinson 1950: 59) or hortatory (Leonard 1967: 286) definition. The act of imposing a definition
corresponds to a norm recommendation, where a rule is given to the interpreter. As Aarnio (1987: 57) puts it:
A stipulative definition can never be true or false: It is to add to, simplify or clarify
the “agreed-upon” use of language. In this view a stipulative definition corresponds
to a norm recommendation. To be more exact, it is a question of defining stipulatively a term in a law text so that a norm recommendation with a corresponding
content can be given. Thus, if “surviving spouse” is defined as being similar to the
term “widower”, we can arrive at norm recommendation where all legal instructions
pertaining to surviving spouses express norms that deal with widowers.

Such definitions are common in legal discourse. For instance, statutes provide statutory definitions of key concepts, such as the following (Iowa Code
§ 4.1[39]; 554D103):
Definition of ‘Written’
Written – in writing – signature. The words “written” and “in writing” may include
any mode of representing words or letters in general use, and include an electronic
record as defined in section 554D.103.
“Electronic signature” means an electronic sound, symbol, or process attached to
or logically associated with a record and executed or adopted by a person with the
intent to sign the record.

Such definitions may conflict with the ordinary or shared meaning of the
word, and in this sense the legislature may act as its own lexicographer, binding the interpreter to a specific intended meaning (Tiersma 1999: 117):
For example, burglary includes an “entry,” but the image summoned by ordinary
speech – a man inside a house – is not the legal meaning of ‘entry.’ Part of a hand
inside a window, engaged in raising it, a bullet shot into a room, and even a hole
bored in the floor of a granary, through which the grain drops into sacks held below
the floor, are entries in the legal sense. The common-law definition of murder is killing a human being with “malice aforethought”; but “malice” does not mean malice,
and “aforethought” is not premeditation in the dictionary sense.

For instance, in State v. Fisher (785 N.W.2d 697, 2010) the aforementioned
definition of ‘written’ conflicted with the ordinary one. An officer used
a computer screen to make a ‘written request’ to withdraw a bodily substance for testing from a driver suspected of operating while intoxicated.
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Should checking a box on an electronic document count as ‘writing’? In
this case, as the statutory definition imposes a rule on the interpreter, the
court found that it was to be considered as such.
The act of imposing a definition is, however, a complex concept. In statutes the nature of the act is clear, as it is provided by law.1 In other contexts, however, ambiguities may arise. For instance, if we consider the legal
domain, in which definitions and their communicative effects are clearly
governed by rules, we notice that in contracts the interpretation of the acts
of defining is less clear. In contracts, definitions are used to impose a criterion of interpretation. However, contracts are legally enforceable agreements between two or more parties, not enactments. The drafter needs to
take into consideration that he cannot impose a new meaning unless the
other party agrees. For this reason, the act of imposing a definition can be
troublesome.
On the one hand, the drafter can exploit the ambiguity between the
existing and shared definitions of a term and its new contractual definition.
On the other hand, the imposition of a new meaning to an already existing definiendum is not completely free, but needs to be acknowledged and
accepted; otherwise the shared meaning prevails in case of disagreement.
For instance, in Cmi Corp. v. Gurries (674 F.2d 821 [10th Cir. 1982]) CMI
agreed to pay Gurries’ stockholders supplemental payments on the net
sales prices of ‘motor graders.’ The disagreement was as to what machines
were to be considered as ‘motor graders.’ The contract provided the following definition (emphasis added):
Definition of ‘Motor G
 rader’
“(c) ‘Motor grader’, as used herein, shall mean a grader having control systems
incorporated therein or thereon for automatically controlling grade and/or slope,
or constructed to receive a system for automatically controlling the elevation or
angle of the main frame.”

This definition conflicted with the ordinary one, which instead included
all types of machines, with or without control systems, constructed for the
purpose of controlling grade. The ambiguity between the imposed and not
accepted definition and the shared one was resolved by considering the act
of imposing a definition (Cmi Corp. v. Gurries, at 824):
Technical words are to be interpreted as usually understood by persons in the profession or business to which they relate, unless clearly used in a different sense. [. . .]
a party to a contract cannot fail to disclose a meaning he attaches to a term which
1

For instance, in the aforementioned case the rule was provided by previous decisions, setting
out the nature of the statutory definitions and their effects (Henrich v. Lorenz, 448 N.W.2d
327, 332 [Iowa 1989]; Inter-State Nurseries, Inc. v. Iowa Dep’t of Revenue, 164 N.W.2d 858, 861
[Iowa 1969]).
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is not in accordance with the accepted meaning in the industry when he is aware or
should be aware that the other party is using the term in its accepted sense.

Even though definitions in contracts impose rules of interpretation for the
text they belong to, they cannot avoid considering the common ground. While
statutory definitions resemble the act of imposing a name to an unshared or
new concept, contractual definitions either are used to clarify an ambiguous
concept or a meaning that needs to be acknowledged. The act of imposing a
clarification needs to be distinguished from the act of imposing a new meaning in order to avoid ambiguities.
Imposing a definition presupposes that the interlocutor does not share
or may not have previously shared such a meaning and results in his knowledge of the definitional discourse. When the legislator introduces a new
definition, the definiendum is presupposed to be different from the accepted
meaning. When a word is defined in contracts, it is presupposed that either
it describes a new meaning, not existing or not conflicting with the accepted
ones, or clarifies it by choosing between its possible meanings. The act of
declaring a definition has radically different conditions. The speaker presupposes that the definition is shared and accepted, based on a previous agreement. For instance, we can consider the following use of definition taken
from the famous mock trial Regina v Ojibway (8 Crim.L.Q. 137, 1965):
Definition of ‘Bird’
Fred Ojibway, an Indian, was riding his pony through Queen’s Park on January
2, 1965. Being impoverished, and having been forced to pledge his saddle, he
substituted a downy pillow in lieu of the said saddle. On this particular day the
accused’s misfortune was further heightened by the circumstance of his pony breaking its foreleg. In accord with Indian custom, the accused then shot the pony to
relieve it of its awkwardness. The accused was then charged with having breached
the Small Birds Act, s. 2 of which states: “2. Anyone maiming, injuring or killing
small birds is guilty of an offence and subject to a fine not in excess of two hundred
dollars.” The learned magistrate acquitted the accused holding, in fact, that he had
killed his horse and not a small bird. With respect, I cannot agree.
In light of the definition section my course is quite clear. Section 1 defines “bird” as
“a two legged animal covered with feathers.” There can be no doubt that this case
is covered by this section.

In this case, the definition is simply stated to the jury or the judge, in order
to persuade them of the desired classification. This definition is mentioned
to point out that a proposition, the description of what ‘bird’ means for the
law, had to be part of the audience’s commitments.2 Instead of imposing a
2

“He submitted that the evidence of the expert clearly concluded that the animal in question
was a pony and not a bird, but that is not the issue. We are not interested in whether the animal in question is a bird or not in fact, but whether it is one in law. Statutory interpretation
has forced many a horse to eat birdseed for the rest of its life” (Regina v. Ojibway “Criminal
Law Quaterly” 8, 1965, p. 137).
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new commitment, the declarative definition simply brought a (forgotten or
ignored) commitment to light.
Finally, a definition can be advanced as a standpoint, when the meaning of a word is not agreed on, and such meaning is actually or potentially
controversial. The definition is the object of a proposal, which needs to be
supported by reasons and accepted by the other party. It is not simply stated
as part of the common ground; it is put forward as a proposition that can
be rejected as not shared or acceptable. Also in this case, it is necessary to
distinguish between the purpose of the definition, whether to propose a
new definition or choose between possible existing meanings (interpretations). In the first case, the definition is presupposed to be different from
the existing ones, and is aimed at covering a conceptual area not governed
by any meaning descriptions. In science the most famous case is the discussion on the redefinition of ‘planet’ (Soter 2007), in which a new definition of planet was discussed by the International Astronomical Union in
2006. In law, the discussion about new definitions or redefinitions is usually
recorded as travaux preparatoires. In the legislative discussions definitions
are proposed and supported by arguments, rejecting previous proposals
and advancing amendments. For instance, we can consider the following
discussion of the General Assembly of the United Nations on the definition
of an ‘organized criminal group’3:
Definition of ‘Organized Criminal G
 roup’
The term “organized criminal group” is defined in article 2 bis of the Convention as
a structured group of three or more persons existing for a period of time and having the aim of committing a serious crime in order to obtain, directly or indirectly,
a financial or other material benefit. In the same article, the definition of “serious
crime” is given as conduct constituting a criminal offence punishable by a maximum deprivation of liberty of at least [. . .] years or a more serious penalty.
Even Greenpeace, with its spectacular campaigns, and manufacturers of home-distilled fruit vodka might also be counted as transnational organized criminal groups
under the criminal legislation in force in some States.
Ajerbaijan would propose the following definition of an organized criminal group:
“‘Organized criminal group’ means a structured group of two or more persons operating for a period of time and having the aim of obtaining a material or other benefit
of any form through the commission of serious crime covered by this Convention,
or existing for a period of time on account of such benefit.”

In this case, the speaker rejects a definition by pointing out an unacceptable consequence of such an account and makes a new proposal, and then
bears it out showing the possible positive consequences of his account.
For instance, he claims that extending the notion of ‘benefit’ would avoid
3

United Nations, Ad Hoc Committee on the Elaboration of a Convention against
Transnational Organized Crime Seventh session Vienna, 17–28 January 2000 A/AC.254/5/
Add.17, pp. 2–3.
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the exclusion of crimes such as the murder of officers or judges which are
aimed at no financial or material goals.
A definition can be advanced as a standpoint aimed at clarifying or disambiguating a polysemic concept. The speaker presupposes the existence
of two or more possible definitions of the concept, incompatible for the
purpose of the discussion. He takes for granted that they are or can be
controversial. While in the case of definitional standpoints the speaker
advances a new possible object of commitment (“Shall we define x as yz?”),
clarificatory standpoints presuppose an alternative definition that is or can
be agreed upon by the audience or the interlocutor. The speaker needs to
counter the alternative viewpoint and show the superiority of his claim. A
clear case can be found in the legal discussions on statutory interpretation.
In Muscarello v. United States (524 U.S. 125, 1998), for instance, the dispute
regarded the meaning of the verb ‘to carry,’ in order to establish whether
the defendant, who transported a handgun in his truck used to transport
marijuana for sale, fell within the law providing for a five-term prison sentence for anyone who “uses or carries a firearm” “during and in relation
to” a “drug trafficking crime.” The defendant claimed that “to carry a firearm,” as used in the statute, meant uniquely to bear them, excluding the
aggravating circumstance to apply to the case, quoting the authorities of
dictionaries and appealing to the principle of lenity (Muscarello v. United
States 96–1054, dissenting opinion). The court replied by supporting the
definition of such term including “carting about in a vehicle,” quoting dictionaries and literature and newspapers excerpts:
The New York Times, for example, writes about “an ex-con” who “arrives home driving
a stolen car and carrying a load of handguns,” Mar. 21, 1992, section 1, p. 18, col.
1, and an “official peace officer who carries a shotgun in his boat,” June 19, 1988,
section 12WC, p. 2, col. 1; cf. The New York Times Manual of Style and Usage, a Desk
Book of Guidelines for Writers and Editors, forword (L. Jordan rev. ed. 1976) (restricting
Times journalists and editors to the use of proper English). The Boston Globe refers
to the arrest of a professional baseball player “for carrying a semiloaded automatic
weapon in his car.” Dec. 10, 1994, p. 75, col. 5. The Colorado Springs Gazette Telegraph
speaks of one “Russell” who “carries a gun hidden in his car.” May 2, 1993, p. B1,
col. 2. The Arkansas Gazette refers to a “house” that was “searched” in an effort to
find “items that could be carried in a car, such as . . . guns.” Mar. 10, 1991, p. A1, col.
2. The San Diego Union-Tribune asks, “What, do they carry guns aboard these boats
now?” Feb. 18, 1992, p. D2, col. 5. [. . .] We recognize, as the dissent emphasizes,
that the word “carry” has other meanings as well. But those other meanings, (e.g.,
“carry all he knew,” “carries no colours”), see post, at 6, are not relevant here. And
the fact that speakers often do not add to the phrase “carry a gun” the words “in a
car” is of no greater relevance here than the fact that millions of Americans did not
see Muscarello carry a gun in his car. The relevant linguistic facts are that the word
“carry” in its ordinary sense includes carrying in a car and that the word, used in its
ordinary sense, keeps the same meaning whether one carries a gun, a suitcase, or a
banana (Muscarello v. United States, 524 U.S. 125, 1998).
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Here the speaker presents arguments based on the authority of newspapers
that are supposed to report the ordinary use. Since several words have no
statutory definitions, as “legal language is itself ordinary language” (Aarnio
1977: 101), words not defined by statute “should be given ordinary or common meaning” (Perrin v. United States, 444 U.S. 37, 42, 1979). The arguments in such a case are aimed at bringing evidence of the most common
usage.
2.2. Non-Negative Definitions
The uses of definition mentioned previously are forms of positive actions.
The speaker performs a speech act (imposing/recommending, proposing
or stating a definition) in order to achieve a specific effect (commit himself and the others; commit the interlocutor to accept or rebut the proposal; bring an implicit commitment to light). However, effects also can
be brought about intentionally by failing to act. For instance, deciding not
to report a crime results in the possibility that the authorities may not be
informed of it. Failure to take care of a child may result in the possibility
of the death of child. In law, omissions are defined in terms of the duties
to act (Williams 1983: 148–149; Fusco 2008: 86). An omission can be generally considered as a breach of an affirmative duty to perform the omitted action. In cases of written instruments, such as contracts, it requires
knowledge of the items (Inter-Ocean Casualty Co. v. Banks, 32 Ala. App. 225,
227, 1945) or words left out (Page 1919: sec. 1243). However, if we depart
from the legal domain, we can notice how the concept of omission is complex. Walton (1980) analyzed omission as an act of a kind where the agent
decides not to perform an action that was sufficient for the occurrence of
a specific consequence at a later time (Aqvist 1974; Chisholm 1976; Walton
1980: 317). In this sense, an omission can be seen as the deliberate decision to leave open the possibilities of the occurrence of a state of affairs.
By omitting to report a crime an agent leaves open the possibility that the
authorities are not informed of it, even though he is not preventing them
from knowing it. In this sense, omission can be considered as a form of
action (Walton 1980: 318):
[. . .] we can see and understand a notion that at first seems highly paradoxical,
namely that of an omission (a negative action) bringing about (positively) some
outcome. It almost seems like an omission, so described, is a non-negative action,
and in a way it is. Accordingly, we might say that someone’s failure to treat a patient
brought about the death of that patient.

The last type of use of definition can be called the omission of a definition. A speaker can deliberately avoid defining a word in order to bring
about interpretative ambiguity. In the case of the contractual definition
mentioned previously (definition of motor grader) the drafter deliberately failed to inform the hearer of a redefinition that caused a contractual
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ambiguity. When this non-negative action is performed at the level of lawmaking, the effects can be extremely dangerous.
In order to clarify how the non-performance of a definitional act can
affect decision making, we can analyze the non-definition of torture in the
criminal codes of some countries such as Russia and Armenia. Before 2003,
Russian criminal law contained no definition as such of the concept of ‘torture’ (CAT/C/34/Add.15, 15 October 2001, art. 1 [4], p. 3). As pointed out
in the CAT, 28th session, 13 May 2002,4 even though the Russian laws prescribe legal liability in the event of an official’s or domestic use of torture,
the absence of the definition of such a concept allowed the lawful detaining
of suspects for up to thirty days, even without sufficient reasons, while tens
of thousands of complaints against the actions of the internal affairs agencies’ security units were filed, of which only a small percentage resulted in
disciplinary actions (demotion and dismissal). Similarly, Armenia has disregarded the UN recommendations (CAT/C/SR.246, 1996; EUR 54/02/00,
April 2000, par. 2),5 leading to attacks moved by the United Nations and
Amnesty International. In particular, the allegation of the international
reports pointed out that Armenia deliberately considered it “not appropriate” to introduce a definition of such a term. The United Nations clearly
stated the effects of such an omission (AI Index: EUR 54/02/00, April
2000, par. 2):
Omission of the Definition of ‘Torture’
Although torture is prohibited under the Armenian Constitution, a major obstacle
in bringing alleged perpetrators to justice is the lack of a specific offence of torture,
as defined under Article 1 of the Convention against Torture, in the Criminal Code
of Armenia. (Armenia – Torture and ill-treatment: Comments on the Second Periodic Report
to the United Nations Committee against Torture)

In both the cases of Russia and Armenia, the act of omitting a definition was
a specific classificatory decision.6 This was extremely clear in Russia, where
the absence of a definition allowed the officials, the police, and the military in general to avoid serious criminal sentencing and only incur minor
4

5

6

Committee against Torture Takes up Report of the Russian Federation, CAT 28th session, 13 May
2002:
http://www.reliefweb.int/rw/rwb.nsf/db900SID/ACOS-64CSAN?OpenDocument
(accessed on 5th September 2011).
http://www.ishr.ch/archive-upr/766-armenia-reviewed-by-the-upr-expected-politicaltensions-barely-disrupt-review.
This is clear in Russia, where the purpose of non-persecuting the crimes committed by
officers and the military was also achieved by providing a definition of ‘torture’ that was
clearly different from the one put forward by the Convention. According to the international reports, the definition “applies only to acts committed by private individuals,” therefore excluding that officers can commit torture (Russian NGO Shadow Report on the Observance
of the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment
by the Russian Federation for the period from 2001 to 2005).
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punishments for charges of “exceeding of power.” The following example
clearly shows the classificatory effects of the omission of a definition7:
Omitting Definitions and Reclassifying Crimes: ‘Torture’
Oleg Fedorov had been detained by two high-ranking, drunk ROVD officials on
the street in Arkhangelsk. He had been interrogated by the two officials for two
hours and during questioning had allegedly been severely beaten by them. Oleg
Fedorov, reportedly, asked to go to the toilet and threw himself out through the
window. After the incident a criminal investigation was opened against the two law
enforcement officials and they were charged under Article 171(2) of the Criminal
Code for “exceeding of power.” In March 1996 the Department of Internal Affairs
(UVD) reportedly announced publicly the dismissal of the two officers for “serious
violations of the professional discipline.”

The omission of a definition was a strategy aimed at avoiding any government’s commitment to curb or forbid the crimes committed by police and
soldiers. This move allowed the government to implicitly authorize the use
of torture for interrogations, ill-treatment in prisons, and a wide range of
violations of humanitarian rights in Chechnya.8
The act of omitting a definition can be considered as the act of allowing
possible alternative classifications that a definition would forbid. In this
sense, it is the choice of allowing the non-classification of a state of affairs.
2.3. Implicit Definitions
The omission of a definition can be considered as an act of non-defining,
where silence carries a dialectical effect, opening the paradigm of interpretations and not setting the boundaries of a concept in order to allow ambiguity.
The last type of use of definition is not an act in the proper sense of the word,
but the omission of the manifestation of an act. In this case, the definition is
not omitted, but simply used and taken for granted. Just as in cases of omissions, such non-actions become non-negative actions when they become failures to perform an action. Definitions in law can be left unexpressed because
they are already shared. However, sometimes the speaker does not simply fail
to remind the interlocutor of a commitment, but actually defines or redefines
a word and sets new commitments, without making such a move explicit. He
simply uses a new definition, which can be reconstructed through the context
(in this sense, the implicit definition corresponds to the scientific axiomatic
definition, namely, a definition of a concept through the axioms in which it is
7

8

Torture in Russia: “This man-made hell.” AI Index: EUR 46/04/97. Amnesty International
April 1997 (pp. 28–29). (retrieved from http://www.amnesty.org/en/library/info/
EUR46/004/1997/en on September 21st, 2011).
Russian Federation: Denial of justice. AI Index: EUR 46/027/2002. Amnesty International
October 2002 (chap. 3). (retrieved from http://www.amnesty.org/en/library/info/
EUR46/027/2002/en on September 21st, 2011).
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contained; see Gorsky 1981: 38). The speaker is not refraining from defining,
but is implicitly using a definition that has never been stated. In this fashion,
the responsibility of defining or redefining is not taken on by the speaker,
who can avoid supporting the definition, as it is not set forth as a standpoint,
or assuming the responsibility of imposing it, as it is not the content of a
stipulation. Let’s consider two different cases: the implicit act of imposing a
redefinition (or a definition), and the implicit act of advancing a redefinition
(clarification).
The imposition of a definition is possible only when the speaker (or
rather non-speaker) is in a position to do so. States can redefine the
terms in the laws. The omission of an imposition of a redefinition prevents
the speaker from explicitly exercising a right but risks creating dangerous pragmatic ambiguities. A clear case is the redefinition of mens rea in
the case Montana v. Egelhoff (518 U.S. 37, 1996), where the defendant was
convicted of deliberate homicide on the count of having killed his friends
while voluntarily intoxicated. In order to establish such a charge, the state
had the burden of proving all the elements of the crime, which is defined
as “purposely or knowingly causing the death of another person.” However,
the court instructed the jury not to consider his voluntary intoxication in
determining the existence of the requisite mental state, based on a rule
(Mont. Code Ann. § 45–2–03) providing that “an intoxicated condition is
not a defense to any offense.” The crucial point was that the jury instruction prevented the defendant from negating the mens rea element of the
crime (Sweitzer 1997: 274). The Supreme Court interpreted the State of
Montana’s introduction of a new rule as an act of implicit redefinition
(Sweitzer 1997: 284–285):
Justice Ginsburg, [. . .] concluded that Montana’s exclusionary statute in fact
implicitly redefined the mens rea element of deliberate homicide, changing it from
“purposely or knowingly” to “under circumstances that would otherwise establish
knowledge or purpose ‘but for’ [the defendant’s] voluntary intoxication.”

On this view, the Supreme Court took into consideration the argument
from classification used by the Montana First Instance Court and the new
rule. The context of the statute implied a redefinition of the term, as it limited the mental element of the offence.
The implicit act of advancing a redefinition can be extremely powerful, as
it allows the speaker to avoid grounding his decision. The case of Sahi v.
Gonzales hinged on the implicit redefinition of ‘persecution.’ Before leaving his country, Sahi, an alien member of the Ahmadi religious sect discriminated against by Muslims in Pakistan, had been beaten by orthodox
Muslims and his property destroyed. The Board of Immigration Appeals
denied his application for asylum, because he could not be considered as
a victim of ‘persecution.’ The argument advanced by the judge was the following (Sahi v. Gonzales, 416 F.3d 587, 589, 7th Cir. 2005):
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IMPLICIT REDEFINITION OF ‘PERSECUTION’
While this Court [i.e., the immigration judge] fully recognizes that Ahmadis are
discriminated against and face harassment in Pakistan because of their religious
beliefs, I do not find that this fact, coupled with the general risk of random violence
singles the respondent out or establishes a pattern and practice of persecution of
all Ahmadis.

The Board never defined such a concept, and the judge had no power to
impose a new definition. Instead of using the shared definition, or advancing a new one and supporting it, he simply took for granted the meaning of
‘persecution’ as “systematic violence directed against a group,” which was
not accepted or acceptable. By means of the implicit redefinition, the judge
evaded the burden of providing reasons for adopting a new interpretation
of the concept. The Court of Appeals reversed his judgment on this basis,
requesting the Board to provide an explicit definition.
The two acts of omitting and implicitly defining can be closely related to
each other. The omission of a definition opens up the possibility of implicitly interpreting the concept, namely, implicitly defining or redefining the
term. One of the most famous cases in which the effects of the (voluntary
or involuntary) omission of a definition emerge is the non-definition of
‘enemy combatant’ mentioned in Chapter 1. This designation was used by
the Bush administration to denote a specific class of combatants, falling
outside the boundaries of the Geneva Convention. However, no definition
was provided. Subsequent to the attacks on September 11, the government
arrested and detained some American citizens with the charge of being an
‘enemy combatant.’ The government never defined or redefined such a
term (Hamdi v. Rumsfeld, 542 U.S. 516, 2004), which was simply used until
two American citizens, Hamdi and Padilla, were arrested and designated
as enemy combatants. Before such cases, the administration simply used
the term, charging the defendant of a crime that would not allow him to
have any rights of protection. In other words, the other party could not
have the possibility of rebutting the classification. Since Hamdi and Padilla
were American citizens, they brought the case to court, and the problem
of the implicit definition of the term came to light. Padilla was detained as
an enemy combatant based on an order of President Bush (see President
Bush order [June 9, 2002] to hold Padilla as an enemy combatant9), where
the reasons provided were that he was “closely associated with al-Qaeda”
and engaged in “hostile and war-like acts” including “preparation for acts
of international terrorism” directed at this country (June 9 Order, pp. 2–5;
Padilla, 233 F. Supp. 2d 568). Hamdi was considered an enemy combatant on the grounds of a declaration of the Special Advisor to the Under
Secretary of Defense for Policy (the Mobbs declaration). The reasons
9

Retrived from http://cjc.delaware.gov/terrorism/padilla.shtml (accessed on 9 September
2011).
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provided for his designation were “[b]ased upon his interviews and in light
of his association with the Taliban,” a series of tests that determined that
Hamdi met “the criteria for enemy combatants,” and “a subsequent interview of Hamdi” (Hamdi v. Rumsfeld 542 US 507, 513, 2004).
The implicit definition did not provide any criteria for the classification,
and the Court had to reconstruct a possible meaning relying on the definition accepted in law, which amounted to the previous cases. The court
interpreted the term as equivalent to ‘unlawful combatant,’ based on the
Quirin case (Padilla v. Bush, 233 F. Supp. 2d 564, 2002), to refer to foreign
spies and saboteurs (Ex parte Quirin, 317 U.S. 1, 37–38, 1942):
Citizens who associate themselves with the military arm of the enemy government,
and with its aid, guidance and direction enter this country bent on hostile acts
are enemy belligerents within the meaning of the Hague Convention and the law
of war.

However, Hamdi did not “enter the country” (he was captured in a field
of battle thousands of miles from America), nor was he proved to have
known of or participated in any plots against Americans. Moreover, neither
Padilla nor Hamdi were members of an enemy state, but were American
citizens. The implicit definition led to controversies that were solved only in
2004, when it was made explicit by the Supreme Court (Hamdi v. Rumsfeld,
542 U.S. 516, 2004). The power of implicit redefinition is clear from this
case. The government introduced a term without explicitly redefining it.
Its meaning had to be found in previous cases and reconstructed from
the definition of ‘unlawful combatant,’ which was further interpreted to
also include any person who is “part of or supporting forces hostile to the
United States or coalition partners.”
The acts of defining can be divided into the broad categories of acts and
omissions, and explicit and implicit acts. Whereas explicit acts or omissions
set or deny actual commitments, implicit acts can be more dangerous. The
definitions or the redefinitions can be simply taken for granted, and the
speaker can introduce an otherwise unaccepted or potentially controversial
meaning without supporting it. The hearer needs to reconstruct the unacceptable proposition and reject it by providing a reason of a kind.
3. Describing Speech Acts
As mentioned previously, in order to understand the dialogical constraints
of the different acts of defining we need to look at contexts that crystallize
their effects and conditions. The legal institutional context clearly shows
the relation between the possibility of redefining and common knowledge
(see Clark 1992: 72–73), and between the nature of the act of defining
and the authority of the speaker. In the first section the different types of
uses of definitions were presented, and in the second one such uses were
described as acts of a kind, having specific conditions. The acts of defining
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can be described from a dialectical perspective by analyzing their structure
as moves in a dialogue, combining the generic theoretical background on
speech acts with the specific constraints that the different definitions have
and impose in a dialogue.
As noticed previously, definitions are used for different types of purposes
and can be considered as the propositional content of different types of
speech acts. Searle (1969: 31) and Searle and Vanderveken (2005: 122–130)
described the minimal units of human communication, the speech acts, as a
combination of an illocutionary force, referred to as F, and a propositional
content, p. The same propositional content, for instance, “You will leave the
room,” can be used in different utterances, such as “Leave the room!”, or “You
will leave the room,” or “Will you leave the room?”, having different illocutionary forces. Illocutionary force is an essential component of meaning, as any
proposition uttered in a context constitutes the attempted performance of
an act. Such forces can be analyzed in their different components. The most
relevant ones for our analysis are the following:
1.
2.

3.

4.

Illocutionary points represent the purpose of an act. For instance, the
point of statements is to tell people how things are; the point of
orders is to get people to perform an action.
Propositional content conditions represent the requirements of the illocutionary force on the propositional content. For instance, orders
presuppose an action to be performed (I cannot order you to be
tall); promises presuppose a future action (I cannot promise you
that I went to London).
Preparatory conditions represent the pragmatic presuppositions of a
speech act, the relationship between the dialogue move and the common ground. For instance, if I utter the statement “Bob has been at
home the whole day,” I presuppose that my interlocutor knows who
Bob is, and that he is interested in him. If I promise my friends to steal
all their money, my promise would sound paradoxical, as a promise
presupposes that the promised action is in the hearers’ interest.
Sincerity conditions are any speech act that expresses a psychological
state. For instance, a statement expresses the speaker’s belief in what
he says, even though the speaker himself can be insincere.

Such components represent the conditions that need to be fulfilled for a
speech act to be successful and non-defective (Searle & Vanderveken 2005:
128). Searle and Vanderveken identified five fundamental types of speech
acts according to their purpose (Searle & Vanderveken 1985: 52):
One can say how things are (assertives), one can try to get other people to do things
(directives), one can commit oneself to doing things (commissives), one can bring
about changes in the world through one’s utterances (declarations), and one can
express one’s feelings and attitudes (expressives). Often one can do more than one
of these things in the same utterance.
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Speech acts have four different directions of fit (Searle & Vanderveken
1985: 53), which can be thought of as the relationship between their purpose (the intentional alteration of a state of affairs), their propositional content, and reality. They represent, from a logical perspective (Vanderveken
1990: 105), how the speech act affects the relations between propositional
content and a state of affairs.
1.

2.

3.

4.

The word-to-world direction of fit. The propositional content of the move
fits an independently existing state of affairs. For instance, an assertion (“You are tall”) is aimed at representing a state of affairs, and it
achieves success of fit if it is true.
The world-to-word direction of fit. The purpose of the move is to achieve
an alteration in the world (action), so that the world is made to correspond to the propositional content of the move. For instance,
orders are aimed at getting the world to match what is ordered. An
order, for instance, “Open the door,” achieves success of fit if the
door is opened.
The double direction of fit. The move is aimed at altering the world to
fit the propositional content by representing the world as being so
altered. For instance, in a declaration such as “You are fired!,” the
propositional content represents a state of affairs already altered, and
such a declaration makes the world fit to the content. In this case, it
achieves success of fit if the interlocutor actually loses the job.
The null or empty direction of fit. The purpose of the move is neither
to represent the world nor to get the world altered to correspond to
the words. For instance, an expression of enthusiasm simply represents the speaker’s attitude towards a specific situation.

This structure represents only one dimension of a speech act: the conditions
for a communicative move to be understood. However, assertions, orders,
requests, and many other speech acts are performed with an interactional purpose. The speaker asserts a specific proposition because he intends to impress,
persuade, or shock the interlocutor. In other words, he does not merely want
his speech act to be understood, he wants it to be accepted (van Eemeren &
Grootendorst 1984: 24–25). Even though the interlocutor is not impressed,
shocked, or moved by the assertion, the move is still an assertion in the communicative situation, as long as the listener understood it. The illocutionary
dimension is in this fashion distinguished from the perlocutionary (or interactional) one. In order to clarify better this concept, it is useful to provide some
examples (van Eemeren & Grootendorst 1984: 25) (see Table 4.1).
The link between understanding and acceptance can be found in
Austin’s notion of invitation to respond (Austin 1962: 116), which he considered as part of the understanding of the illocutionary act. A question
can be answered in several ways, or even not answered at all. A request can
be accepted or not. An argument can result in a counterargument or an
acceptance of the viewpoint. However, a question (Where is London?) can
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Table 4.1. Communicative and Interactional Aspects
Communicative Aspects

Interactional Aspects

Illocution

Illocutionary Effect

Perlocution

Inherent
Perlocutionary
Effect

Consequent
Perlocutionary
Consequence

Advising

Understanding the
advice.

Cheering up

Accepting the
advice.

Enrolling for a new
course.

Arguing

Understanding the
argumentation.

Convincing

Accepting the
argumentation.

Desisting from
opposition to a point
of view.

Requesting

Understanding the
request.

Persuading

Accepting the
request.

Abandoning the
intention to leave.

Informing

Understanding the
information.

Instructing

Accepting the
information.

Henceforth using
contraceptives.

Warning

Understanding the
warning.

Alarming

Accepting the
warning.

Keeping mouth
shout.

be considered as understood, or felicitous, if the hearer is committed to a
specific type of answer on a specific topic (It is in . . . .). He can reject the
commitment (I have no time now) or provide a non-informative answer
(It is in a place unknown to me). However, independently from his reply,
his communicative situation has been changed in a conventional fashion.
The speech act introduced a choice that he did not have before. On this
perspective, the analysis of the previous commitments of the interlocutors
become extremely important for the analysis of the dialectical characteristics of the acts of defining (see Connor-Linton 1991: 98–99).
This methodology of analysis can be applied to the different uses of
definition shown in the previous sections. However, as noticed previously,
the most crucial differences lie in the preparatory conditions, or rather
the structures of commitments and presuppositions of the interlocutors.
Depending on the different roles and common ground, the definitional
move can have different purposes and effects.
4. Speech Acts of Defining
In Viskil (1994) four types of definitions are distinguished: stipulative, lexical,
stipulative-lexical, and factual definition. This classification, however, merges
the purpose of a speech act with its content and does not account for other
purposes that definition may have. The definitional acts will be described in
the following subsections according to the type of speech act that they represent, and will be classified according to their dialectical purpose.
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4.1. Defining for Informing
In the first section, the first definition analyzed was the description of ‘just
war’ provided by Obama. The purpose of such a move was to provide the
audience with information about the meaning of a concept. According to
the classification of speech acts, this use of definition would fall within the
class of assertion, whose conditions are represented in Table 4.2 (Searle
1979: 12; Searle & Vanderveken 1985: 54–55; Vanderveken 1990: 105).
From a dialectical point of view, however, we can notice that the act of
informing requires a further specification of the preparatory conditions. In
order to be informative, a speech act needs to provide information that is
not known or presumed to be already shared by the interlocutors. Obama
could not inform the audience of his speech that the Nobel Prize is an international award. Moreover, the dialectical analysis of the move also needs to
consider its sequel effects, or rather the dialectical possibilities that it allows
(Searle & Vanderveken 2005: 118), and the reasons supporting the claim
that the speaker is supposed to have. From a dialectical perspective, this
preparatory condition can be analyzed as a possible move that the speech
act allows, the request for further grounds. Finally, providing a piece of
information is different from proposing a course of action or expressing
a viewpoint. The propositional content needs to express a description of a
state of affairs, and not a prescription or a judgment. We can represent the
dialectical profile of the act of informing as shown in Table 4.3.
The effect of the definition, in this case, is to add a proposition to the
speaker’s commitments, and the purpose is to have this proposition inserted
in the audience’s common ground. In the case of the Nobel Prize address,
the audience could not reply or reject the definition, and accepted it (even
tentatively or for the sake of the discourse). Then, it became part of the
shared knowledge (the concept was introduced in the interlocutor’s knowledge) and it could be used for the further reasoning step.
In ordinary conversation we often use a specific type of act of informing of a definition, the so-called specification or usage clarification. For
instance, we can state that “with x I mean y” in order to inform our interlocutor not of the shared meaning of a word, but of our contextual understanding of it. This act of informing the hearer of a contextual redefinition
is used to avoid misunderstandings and clarify the purpose of a move.
4.2. Defining for Reminding
In the aforementioned speech, Obama addresses a wide public, largely
unknown. The only prediction he could make about their background
knowledge was that while some of them could know the meaning of ‘just
war,’ others probably did not. He addressed the move to both types of
audiences, presupposing different conditions and therefore expecting different effects. He informed a part of the audience, while he reminded
the other part of such a notion. Similarly, in Regina v Ojibway, the judge
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Table 4.2. Structure of the Speech Act of Defining for Informing
Illocutionary
point

To represent as actual a state of
affairs. To commit the speaker to
something’s being the case.

Propositional
content

None

[Just war:] War is justified only when
it meets certain preconditions.

Preparatory
conditions

The speaker has reasons (or
grounds or evidence) that count
in favor of or support the truth of
the propositional content.

Over time, as codes of law sought to
control violence within groups, so did
philosophers, clerics, and statesmen
seek to regulate the destructive power
of war.
The concept of a just war emerged
(the speaker is taking the definition
from ancient sources).

Sincerity
conditions

A speaker who succeeds
in performing an assertive
illocutionary act of the form F(P)
is sincere only if he believes the
proposition he expresses.

[. . .] we have a moral and strategic
interest in binding ourselves to
certain rules of conduct.

used the definition of ‘bird’ in the Small Bird Act not to inform the interlocutors of a new meaning (they all knew the act, as it was the matter
at issue), but to remind them of their commitment to such a meaning.
The two cases are obviously different. In law, a legal definition is binding and can be thought of as a commitment that cannot be rejected. The
judge restated the definition in order to underscore that such a definition
needed to be applied and could not be disregarded. In Obama’s speech,
the definition of ‘just war’ had the effect of reminding the audience of a
commitment, whose force needed to be reinforced by stating its sources.
The force of such a commitment is increased by showing that it is a concept acknowledged by ancient lawmakers, politicians, and philosophers. In
this fashion, Obama enhances the acceptability of his further claims based
on such an ancient and acknowledged definition. These two different contexts show two different applications of the same possible effect of the act
of reminding. Just like the act of informing, the act of reminding presupposes some reasons, which in this case are presumptions. The judges are
presumed to know legal definitions, and that a definition in a law is a legal
definition. The educated audience is presumed to know the history, and
therefore that the notion of a ‘just war’ is a fundamental historical concept. The two speakers make explicit their grounds and in this fashion
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Table 4.3. Defining for Informing – Dialectical Profile

Move

Content
Speaker’s
Conditions Commitments

Hearer’s
Commit
ments

Effects on the Effects on the
Speaker
Hearer

Informing
(Hearer, p).

p
represents
a state of
affairs/
judgment
/ decision.

S has grounds
supporting p.

S is
committed
to H’s Comm.
to p.

• Acknowledge
(Comm. to p).
• Reject (Comm.
to p) based on
reasons.

Just war is
a war that
is justified
when some
preconditions
are met.

Meaning of • Authorities
‘just war.’
in the past
defined ‘just
war.’
• People are
presumed to
accept the
opinion of
authorities.

Obama is
bound to the
meaning of
‘just war’ he
gave.

The interlocutors
cannot ignore
the definition.
The interlocutors
need to accept it
or show that it is
not shared.

increase the binding effect of the move. We can represent the structure of
the move as shown in Table 4.4 (Searle & Vanderveken 2005: 129).
Reminding a definition is therefore a more subtle act compared to the
simple act of informing, as the speaker can exploit the powerful mechanism of presumptions. The judge mentioned the legal status of the definition, and Obama mentioned the ancient sources in order to suggest the
presumptions on which the act of reminding was based.
4.3. Definitions as Standpoints
In his speech, Obama advanced a redefinition of ‘peace’ by supporting
it with arguments based on the need to keep its effects lasting. He is not
merely informing the audience of a meaning that is already shared. Instead,
he is taking for granted that the meaning is not shared and needs to be supported by reasons, in this case based on reasoning from cause to effect (only
freedom from want can result in lasting peace) and values (a stable peace is
better than an unstable one). This type of move can be described as a speech
act of advancing a standpoint, an assertion of a kind, having the following
essential condition (Houtlosser 2001: 32): “Advancing a standpoint counts
as taking responsibility for a positive position in respect to an opinion O, i.e.,
as assuming an obligation to defend a positive position in respect to O, if
requested to do so.” This condition can be specified in the dialectical profile
of the move analyzing its different components (see Table 4.5).
Obama put forward a standpoint whose purpose was to describe the meaning of a word having a specific referent. In other words, he is correlating
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Table 4.4. Defining for Reminding – Dialectical Profile
Move
Reminding
(Hearer: p).

Content
Conditions

Speaker’s
Commitments

Hearer’s
Commitments

Effects on the
Speaker

p represents a
state of affairs
/ judgment/
decision.

S has grounds
supporting that
H is/should be
committed to /
knows p.

• H is /
should be
committed
to p.

S is committed • Acknowledge
to H’s Comm.
Comm. to p).
to p.
• Reject (Comm.
to p) based on
reasons.

• People are
presumed to
remember
what
mentioned
before in the
discussion.
• Judges are
presumed to
know the law.

People are
/ should be
committed to
the meaning
of ‘bird.’

Bird [is] a
Meaning of
two legged
‘bird.’
animal
covered with
feathers.

Effects on the
Hearer

• The
interlocutors
cannot
ignore the
definition.

words (the definition) to a thing (peaceful state of affairs) that the interlocutors already share (Robinson 1950: 17). He takes for granted that his
audience knows what ‘peace’ is and proposes a new way of describing such
a concept, grasping what makes peace “truly” itself. This standpoint can be
judged as correct or incorrect, considering what is the common understanding of the described concept. The legal definition of ‘to carry’ mentioned
previously shows how the strength of a definition is assessed by considering
how it reports the common understanding of the concept.
However, sometimes definitions are not matters of judgment (this definition better describes what a thing is) but of decisions. The standpoint is a proposal on a course of action, on the imposition of a definition. For instance,
in the discussion on the legal definition of ‘organized criminal group,’ the
representatives of Azerbaijan countered a proposal of a possible course of
action (impose a specific definition) on the basis of its possible negative
consequences. On this perspective, this type of definitional act amounts to
the act of making a proposal (Kauffeld 1998: 248; 1995a: 79; Aakhus 2005:
7; Walton 2006). The difference between these two kinds of standpoints is
mirrored in the types of arguments used to support them. The argument
from consequences can support a decision, but not a judgment. It provides
grounds to a course of action, but not to the relationship between reality (or
rather common ground) and its possible descriptions or judgments.
4.4. Declaring a Definition
In the previous analysis of political definitions we pointed out the peculiar status of Obama’s redefinitions of ‘homeland security’ and ‘armed

Table 4.5. Defining for Advancing a Standpoint – Dialectical Profile
Move
Advancing as a standpoint
(p).

Content
Conditions
p represents
a judgment/
proposal.

Speaker’s
Commitments
• S believes that H
does not (already,
at face value,
completely)
accept p.

Hearer’s
Commitments
H is not
committed
to p (already,
at face value,
completely).

• S believes that he
can justify p for H
with the help of
arguments.
peace is not merely the
absence of visible conflict.
[. . .] true peace is based
upon the inherent rights
and dignity. [. . .] For true
peace is not just freedom
from fear, but freedom
from want.

Definition of
‘peace’.

(Obama takes for
granted that the
shared definition of
peace is “absence of
visible conflict”).

(H is
committed to
the definition
of peace as
“absence
of visible
conflict”).

Effects on the
Speaker

Effects on the Hearer

• S is committed to p. • Accept (p).
• S’ is committed to
defend p.

• Question (p).

• S is committed to
the fact p may be
not accepted.

• Advance (non-p).

Obama supports the
definition with an
argument (it is the
only peace that is truly
lasting).

• Reject (p).
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conflict.’ In both cases the definition is not supported by arguments, nor
does the speaker mention or rebut a previous and shared one. Obama simply stipulates a new meaning for the term, which is meant to constitute a
criterion for the interpretation and application of the National Defence
Authorization Act or granting the Defense Department the task of dealing
with specific dangers. These definitions do not report a shared meaning
or previous usage, or at least this is not their purpose. They establish a
correspondence, valid within the text, between the definiendum and the definition, regardless of whether such a meaning is or can be accepted. In particular, in law we can notice that statutory, or stipulative, definitions often
depart from the ordinary understanding of the word. The legal cases show
specific characteristics of the act of imposing a definition. First, the speaker
needs to have the authority to do so, which in law derives from the institutional setting. For instance, the lawmaker can impose a definition, or the
authority invested of such powers, but a judge can only interpret it. A scientist who discovers a new entity or state of affairs can impose it on a name
and a definition, but he can only argue in support of modifying a definition
of a concept. Second, once the definition has been stipulated, it becomes
a rule and cannot be challenged, but only substituted by another stipulative definition. Third, the definition should not introduce ambiguity. For
instance, in the case of contracts, the act of stipulating a definition needs to
be made clear to the other party in order to avoid misunderstandings. We
can represent the speech act of imposing (or stipulating) a definition as a
declarative act, altering both the speaker’s and the hearer’s commitments.
The structure of this act is shown in Table 4.6.
The act of imposing a definition can have two different goals, depending
on the epistemic nature of the definition. In the first case, this move introduces a meaning not existing before in order to establish a new rule. In the
second case, the speaker chooses one of the shared meanings of a word in
order to avoid potential ambiguity. In both cases a new state of affairs is
imposed: A word has a new definition, or has only one meaning.
4.5. Defining for Committing
The aforementioned cases need to be distinguished from a particular type
of act that is frequent in ordinary conversations, the use of a definition for
clarifying how the speaker is using the words. A typical use of this definition
is the formula “with x, I will henceforth mean y.” The speaker can introduce
a new definition or simply specify one of the possible meanings. However,
he does not have the authority to impose such a meaning to the interlocutor. The speaker simply commits himself to use the word in the discourse or
text with the stated meaning. The act of committing to a definition can be
represented as shown in Table 4.7.
Through this definition, Obama implies that he is not like the other
presidents, and that his program and decisions mirror what people think.

Table 4.6. Declaring Definitions – Dialectical Profile
Move
Imposing (declaring) (p).

Content
Conditions
• p represents a
state of affairs
(SoA).

Speaker’s
Commitments

Hearer’s
Commitments

Effects on the
Speaker

Effects on the
Hearer

H is not
• S knows that
H is not committed committed to p.
to p.

• S is committed
to p.

• H is committed
to p.

The Office
of Homeland
Security shall
deal with
environmental
problems.

The offices in
charge of the
environmental
disasters shall
refer to the Office
of Homeland
Security.

• S holds the
• The SoA
authority to
represented by p
impose a new state
is not an actual
of affairs.
or past one.
• The SoA can be
the case.
Homeland security is a concerted Definition of
‘homeland
national effort to prevent
security’.
terrorist attacks within the
United States, reduce America’s
vulnerability to terrorism, and
minimize the damage and
recover from attacks that do
occur.

• The Office
of Homeland
Security and the
President have
the authority to
define.
• The definition
of ‘homeland
security’ is new.

(H is committed
to a previous
definition of
‘homeland
security’).
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Table 4.7. Defining for Committing – Dialectical Profile
Move

Content
Conditions

Speaker’s
Commitments

Hearer’s
Commitments

Effects on
the Speaker

Effects on the
Hearer

Committing p represents • S is not
to (p).
a future
committed to p.
course of
• S normally
action (A).
should not be
committed to p.

H knows
that S is not
committed
to p.

• S is
committed
to p.

• H knows
that S is
committed
to p.

[...] when
I use that
word [‘we’],
I will mean
you and
me, not the
royal ‘we.’

The audience
expects the
pronoun
to be used
as a pluralis
maiestatis.

Obama
shall use the
pronoun
meaning
‘you and
me.’

The audience
will interpret
the pronoun
as meaning
‘you and me.’

Future
use of the
pronoun
‘we.’

Usually presidents
use the pronoun
‘we’ as a pluralis
maiestatis.

At the same time, he shows how his politics needs to be supported by everyone, as it is a commitment of all Americans.
As mentioned previously, the speaker’s commitment can be a dialogical move to avoid misunderstanding or a strategy to support a thesis. The
‘commissive definition’ cannot be rejected, as it is a commitment taken on
by the speaker that is not intended to affect the interlocutors. However,
such a definition sets a condition necessary for supporting a viewpoint. It
provides an artificial (conditional) ground for bearing out a conclusion:
Granted that S with x means y, proposition q follows. For instance, if I define
‘life’ as “an object with a definite boundary, continually exchanging some
of its materials with its surroundings,” I can claim that life exists on many
planets. The risk is to create semantic and pragmatic ambiguity by introducing a new meaning similar to the ordinary one (as in this case) or by
confounding a commitment of the speaker with a commitment of both the
interlocutors.
5. Acts of Non-Commitment
All the aforementioned acts are aimed at binding the speaker or the hearer
to a specific definition or course of action. The acts of reminding, introducing, advancing, proposing, or imposing new commitments can be rejected
by the hearer, or questioned, or at least judged as reasonable, or just, or
unacceptable, or unfair. Whether the act of defining was reasonable, new
commitments were created. The hearer (or the public) can always confront
the speaker with his past commitments, or in law with the definitions that
have become normative criteria of classification. The most powerful and
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dangerous definitional strategies do not consist in advancing new definitions as such, but in introducing them without taking on a specific commitment, or deliberately allowing for the possibility of freely redefining a
word. These two strategies, non-commitment to a redefinition and refusal
to commit to a definition, are strictly related to each other.
5.1. Omitting Definitions
The omission of a definition can be considered as a speech act in the sense
that it is an act performed through silence (absence of a speech act). It
is the use of silence to bring about a specific definitional effect. As mentioned previously, omissions are not simply non-actions, but deliberate
‘non-negative’ actions, consisting in refusing to perform a requested action
in order to achieve a specific effect. In the case of definitions, the omission
of a definition does not correspond to taking a concept for granted or forgetting to provide a definition. The omitted definition is known not to be
shared, and the effects of such an omission are known by the non-speaker.
The non-speaker deliberately decides not to provide a definition knowing
that a specific effect will result from such a decision.
The clearest case is the omission of the definition of ‘torture,’ where the
Russian and Armenian governments were requested to define such a crucial term in order to curb the violence denounced by Amnesty International
and other international authorities. Such governments knew exactly the
effects of the absence of a definition, and had the power to comply with
the request of the United Nations and avoid heavy criticisms. However,
they decided not to do it, without advancing any explanation or excuse.
Similarly, in the United States, a few years after crucial legal cases stemming
from the ambiguities regarding the concepts of enemy, combatants, and hostilities, a proposal of an amendment was proposed in which the definitions
of these strategic notions were not provided, and the criteria for applying
such categories were known not to hold in the case of war on terror. From
a rhetorical point of view, Reagan chose not to define ‘truly needy’ when
he intended to cut the welfare system. He knew perfectly well that such a
concept was not shared at all, and the necessary criteria for establishing its
boundaries (a decision needed to be implemented) did not exist. All such
choices resulted in the same effect, known by the person that was requested
or supposed to define.
We can represent the omission of a definition as shown in Table 4.8.
The omission of the definition of ‘torture’ clearly differs from the nondefinition of ‘hostilities’ and ‘belligerent.’ In the first case the speaker’s
commitment to the speech act of defining (or refusing to do it) results from
an explicit act (request). In the latter case, as in Reagan’s discourse, the
commitment derived respectively from an institutional (legal) and a communicative rule, “avoid ambiguity.” In both cases the speaker is aware of
the requirement (or expectation) and deliberately refuses to comply with it,

Table 4.8. Omitting Definitions – Dialectical Profile
Move
Omitting
(a speech
act - Fp).

Content Conditions

Speaker’s Commitments

Hearer’s
Commitments

Effects on the Speaker

• Fp represents a
dialogical move.

• S has the commitment
to perform Fp (CFp).

• S is not committed
to Fp.

• Fp can be performed
by S.

• CFp results from an
institutional or social
obligation.

• S is not committed to
refuse(Fp).

Effects on the Hearer
• H’s dialogical situation
has been altered (E).

• S is not committed to E.

• S knows that non- Fp
causes effect E.
• S knows that Fp is
necessary to avoid E.
Omission of
the definition
of ‘torture.’

Russian (Armenian)
governments had
the power to define
‘torture.’

Russia and Armenia
were requested to define
‘torture’ and blamed for
not doing it.

Russia (Armenia) are not The category of
committed to a specific
‘torture’ can be applied
meaning of ‘torture.’
arbitrarily.
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knowing its effects. The omission of a definition is a discourse move because
a specific effect is expected to result from it, the possibility of implicitly redefining, or rather giving the word new unshared definitions. This latter move
can be considered as an act of a kind, even though it is not explicit.
5.2. Taking Redefinitions for Granted
In order to avoid requesting the authorization of Congress, Obama performed a move that allowed him to achieve his communicative and legal
purposes without committing himself to a modification of the Constitution.
He had to request the authorization of Congress in order to continue the
bombings in Libya, as the War Powers Resolution provided that the president “needs to obtain the Congress Authorization to continue the hostilities.” At the same time he did not want to submit such a request, but the
only way to do it was to refuse to comply with the law, or change it. He opted
for a third way: He chose to change the law, but avoided being committed
to such an act. He defined the concept of hostilities without supporting this
position with arguments and without committing to a proposal of a constitutional amendment to be submitted for approval. He simply used the word
with a new meaning, exploiting the absence of a statutory definition of it.
He implicitly imposed a new meaning on the word, which was different from any previous use and common understanding. This move can be
labeled “implicit redefinition,” and can be analyzed as an implicit illocution, studied by Searle and Vanderveken (2005: 129). They noticed how
[. . .] sometimes by performing one illocutionary act a speaker can be committed to
another illocution. This occurs both in cases where the performance of one act by
a speaker is eo ipso a performance of the other and in cases where the performance
of the one is not a performance of the other and does not involve the speaker in
a commitment to its explicit performance. [. . .] But there are also cases, which we
will call weak illocutionary commitments, where the speaker is committed to an illocutionary act F(P) by way of performing certain illocutionary acts F1(P1), . . . , Fn(Pn)
although he does not perform F(P) and is not committed to its performance.

By excluding operations that “do not involve sustained fighting or active
exchanges of fire with hostile forces” from the definition of ‘hostilities,’
Obama bound himself and the hearers to a specific commitment, that
‘hostilities’ meant only “active fighting by ground troops.” Searle and
Vanderveken (2005: 130) provided a generic rule that can be used to
describe this kind of implicit speech act, the act of “taking for granted”
(Hopper 1981a, 1981b):
As a general definition we can say that an illocutionary act of the form F1(P1) commits
the speaker to an illocutionary act F2(P2) iff in the successful performance of F1(P1):
1)

The speaker achieves (strong) or is committed (weak) to the illocutionary
point of F2 on P2 with the required mode of achievement and degree of
strength of F2.

Table 4.9. Implicit Definitions – Dialectical Profile
Move
Performing (Fp)
implicitly by
performing F1p1

Content Conditions
• Fp represents a
dialogical move.

Speaker’s Commitments
(Depends on the nature
of F1p1).

Hearer’s
Commitments
(Depends on the
nature of F1p1).

• Fp can be
performed by S.

• S is committed
to F1p1.
• S is not committed
to the performance
of Fp.

• The performance of
Fp is a condition of
the performance of
F1p1.
The war in Libya
is not hostiliies
(F1p1), as it does
not involve
sustained fighting
by ground forces
(F2p2).

Effects on the
Speaker

• S is committed to p.

Obama is committed to • S believes that H does
the sincerity conditions not (already, at face
value, completely)
and illocutionary point
accept p1.
of “Hostilities means
active fighting by
• S believes that he can
ground forces” (p).
justify p1 for H with the
help of p2 and p.
• S believes that H accepts
(knows)p and p2.

• H is not committed Obama needs
to p1 (already, at face to support p1 if
value, completely). requested.
• H is committed to p2
and p.

Effects on the
Hearer
• Commitments
resulting
from F1p1.
• Commitments
resulting from
Fp.

H needs to attack/
challenge/
question p1 or
accept it.
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He is committed to all of the preparatory conditions of F2(P2) and to the
propositional presuppositions.
He commits himself to having the psychological state specified by the sincerity conditions of F2(P2) with the required degree of strength.
P2 satisfies the propositional content of F2 with respect to the context of
utterance.

We can use this type of methodology to analyze the implicit redefinition.
The act of classifying an entity commits the speaker to the sincerity condition that he believes the ‘hostilities’ has the proposed meaning, and the
assertion of the classification commits the speaker to the illocutionary
point that “‘hostilities’ only means ‘active fighting by ground troops.’” We
can represent the commitment structure of this implicit act as shown in
Table 4.9.
In this analysis we present Obama’s move as an implicit act of reminding the audience of a commitment, and he commits himself and the interlocutors to the redefinition of ‘hostilities.’ The nature of the implicit act,
however, can be reconstructed only from the conditions and the nature
of the explicit one. In this case, Obama could not have imposed such a
definition, as he did not have the authority to do so, nor could he have
advanced it, as the nature of his act of defending a standpoint required
the previous acceptance of the definition. This move was immediately
recognized and denounced as manipulative, as the implicit commitment
to which it bound the hearers clashed with the shared definition of ‘hostilities.’ This case can explain one of the most interesting uses of implicit
redefinitions. The implicit nature of the act and the process of reconstruction it presupposes allow the speaker to perform such a move to
accomplish different types of implicit acts and achieve different dialogical purposes.
In the implicit redefinition of ‘deliberate homicide,’ the judge performed the action of informing the jury that intoxication was not a defense.
However, this statement committed him to another statement, namely,
that “homicide means causing the death of another person under circumstances that would otherwise establish knowledge or purpose, excluding
voluntary intoxication.” He had the power to provide an interpretation and
therefore a redefinition, but he did not commit himself to the act of imposing a definition. The outcome was that the implicit redefinition set new
commitments.
A different case is the redefinition of ‘persecution.’ The Board of
Immigration Appeals excluded an alien member of a sect discriminated by
Pakistani Muslims, a victim of violence in his country, from the category of
‘persecuted individuals’ based on an implicit redefinition of ‘persecution.’
The Board never defined such a concept, but the implicit redefinition, set as
an essential requirement the use of “systematic violence,” did not correspond
to the common understanding of the term. In this case, the speaker did not
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have the authority to apply a definition that had not been previously made
public. By means of the redefinition he avoided commitment to the explicit
act of setting a new definition (which would not have been possible in such a
situation), but at the same time he achieved the same effect.
The last case is the redefinition of ‘enemy combatant.’ As mentioned
previously, Bush supported the classification of Hamdi as an enemy combatant as he was allegedly “closely associated with al Qaeda” and engaged
in “hostile and war-like acts” including “preparation for acts of international terrorism.” This statement requires, or rather hides, another act, the
reminding of a definition on which the classification is based. The problem with this redefinition is that it was advanced as a reason to support a
classification, and therefore it was supposed to be shared (Bush could not
impose a definition and at the same time use it). However, not only was
the term not legally defined, but the implicit definition did not reflect any
common or shared use, let alone any previous legal use of it. The definition did not conflict with any previous definition, like Obama’s redefinition of ‘hostilities,’ and therefore could not be condemned as mischievous
or deceptive. The omission of the definition in the laws enacted to govern
this category of actual or potential belligerents allowed the president to
take for granted any of its possible meanings, presenting it as a legal precedent or a shared meaning. The omission of a definition allowed Bush to
use any of the possible meanings of ‘enemy combatant’ without explicitly
committing to any of them. This double act, omitting the definition of a
word and implicitly redefining it, put before the court an interpretative
riddle, where they had to reconstruct a missing meaning that the very legislator treated as shared.
6. Strategies of Ambiguity
The implicit act of redefining can hide a complex strategy that can be
explained by inquiring further into the notion of pragmatic ambiguity. The
aforementioned positive acts of defining all have a clear structure consisting in a representation of the preliminary conditions and the effects on the
interlocutors’ commitments. From the intended effects and the preconditions it is possible to analyze the possible moves that are allowed by the
definitional move. If a definition is advanced as a standpoint, it is aimed at
altering the listener’s commitments and presupposes that he may be committed to a different meaning. For this reason, the speaker needs to support it by arguments and be ready to face criticisms. However, if a definition
is simply stated to remind the audience of a meaning, it does not need to
be borne out by reasons, while the hearer is presumed to be committed
to it. Why, then, can definitions be so dangerous? A possible answer lies in
the ambiguity of the definitional move. We will show how ambiguity is used
and introduced, analyzing excerpts from the previously quoted speeches.
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In order to explain the structure of the complex mechanism of implicit
redefinitions, which will be applied to our contemporary cases, we will go
back to the ancient tradition and rhetorical theories, where such a move
was described and analyzed in detail.
The aforementioned moves are reconstructions of the conditions and
effects of making a move. Very seldom does the speaker claim that he is
redefining a word, or that the description that he is advancing is intended
to state what the definiendum actually means. On the contrary, he often
chooses to leave it up to the hearer to interpret his act. While he is presumed to know what he intends to do with his communicative move, the
hearer can only reconstruct his intention, taking into consideration his own
commitments and the structure of the move. The speaker can decide to
create a pragmatic ambiguity that prevents the hearer from understanding
the real nature of the definition he is advancing, and therefore advancing
objections. The strategies to achieve this result are based on the introduction of a semantic ambiguity, consisting in disguising the new definition as
if it were a commonly accepted one.
The most common rhetorical strategy of definitional ambiguity is
grounded on the pragmatic confusion between an act of reminding (or
informing) and an act of advancing a standpoint. The difference between
these acts is in the dialogical nature of the propositional content. If the
proposition is shared by the hearer or is commonly known (and perhaps
unshared by the hearer), the speaker is performing an act of reminding
(or informing). On the contrary, if the proposition is not shared and not
known, the hearer is commonly presumed to bear the burden of proving
the claim that he is advancing. This distinction is often taken for granted
when the speaker advances arguments to support the acceptability of his
claim (as in Obama’s definition of ‘peace’ as “not merely the absence of
visible conflict”), or when he quotes or refers to sources (as Obama does in
his definition of ‘just war’). However, sometimes the definition he advances
is dialectically ambiguous; it can lead to pragmatic misunderstandings (as
we have seen).
An example that can be used to clarify the concept of pragmatic and dialectical ambiguity is Obama’s previously mentioned redefinition of ‘peace.’
If we examine each rhetorical step in detail, we can notice that his last act
of advancing a new definition is based on a definition that was not agreed
upon (emphasis added):
For peace is not merely the absence of visible conflict. Only a just peace based upon
the inherent rights and dignity of every individual can truly be lasting.
[. . .] a just peace includes not only civil and political rights – it must encompass economic security and opportunity. For true peace is not just freedom from fear, but
freedom from want.

Obama’s first move consists in attacking the shared meaning of ‘peace,’
echoing Martin Luther King. To do so, he qualifies the shared definition
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“absence of visible conflict” as a genus to be further specified by the difference “based on inherent rights and dignity of every individual.” Further
in his speech he reminds the audience of the definition that they have
accepted, “freedom from fear,” and from there he advances a new definition, “freedom from want,” supporting it with reasons. By reminding the
hearers of the now accepted meaning, he can slightly modify it. However,
he is not simply making a commitment explicit. He is actually redefining
the term, changing the accepted meaning from “absence of visible conflict based on civil and personal rights” (paraphrasing his words) to “freedom from fear (or from the violations of such rights).” What appears to be
missing is the genus. ‘Peace’ is not defined as the negation of its contrary,
conflict, but the privation of fear, which is the effect of a real or possible
danger (e.g., resulting from the violation of human rights). Obama presents a redefinition as a reminder. In this fashion he avoids the burden of
supporting it.
This redefinition is at the same time hardly acceptable and crucial for
the whole speech, not so much for the explicit content as for the genus that
he takes for granted. Obama uses the predicate ‘freedom’ as the generic
category to which “true peace” belongs. However, ‘freedom,’ as used here,
can also bear the meaning of “to be released from something onerous,”
corresponding to the nominalization of the passive form of ‘to free,’ which
requires three arguments: an agent, a living entity to be freed, and something onerous or displeasing. Therefore, it presupposes an agent, a liberator, and places the definiendum in the genus of actions (which can be wars)
aimed at taking the burden away. Such an implicit meaning could not have
been made explicit, as the whole argument would have sounded noticeably
different. It would have been a poor argument to claim that the only way of
preventing a possible future war is to fight one right away.
Another powerful strategy of dialectical ambiguity is the implicit redefinition (see the general structure of this strategy represented in Table 4.10).
In order to explain its characteristics, it is useful to go back to the ancient
textbooks on strategic discourse and apply the theoretical insights to our
contemporary cases. Implicit redefinitions are implicit moves hinging on
the alteration of an allegedly shared concept. For this reason, it is necessary
to know the historical and social background in order to reconstruct the
move and show its strategic use. In Chapter 1 we mentioned the redefinition of ‘seditious’ described in the rhetorical work De Inventione by Cicero:
(Case 5) He is seditious who is a bad and useless citizen.

This redefinition was analyzed by Cicero because it was actually the pivotal
move of a legal case. In order to describe it, we need to distinguish the dialectical effects of the propositional content from the dialectical effects of
the act of redefining. Considering only the propositional content, Cicero
quotes this paraphrase as a clear example of a bad definition, even though
it was actually an effective one. In Cicero’s times, as now, a seditious citizen

Table 4.10. Strategies of Implicit Redefinition – Dialectical Profile
Move
Performing (Fp)
implicitly.

Content Conditions
• Fp represents a
dialogical move.
• Fp can be
performed by S;
→
• p is shared by H.

The war in Libya
is not hostilities
(F1,P1)(hostilities
means sustained
fighting by ground
forces) (Fp).

Speaker’s
Commitments
• (p)
• (H knows p)

Hearer’s
Commitments

Effects on the
Speaker

• (S can
• S is committed
perform Fp);→
to FIpI.
• (Fp is a
• S is not
reminder);→
committed to
• (pis shared).
the performance
of Fp.
• S is committed top.

• The audience
• Obama is
• Everyone knows
reconstructs
committed to
that hostilities means
the move as a
“‘hostilities means
sustained fighting by
reminder.
sustained fighting
ground forces.
bv ground forces”
• Common knowledge:
• Obama is
(hostilities is an act
committed to
of warfare) (non-p).
the fact that his
audience accepts
this definition.

Obama does not
need to advance
reasons in support
of his definition.

Effects on the Hearer
• Commitments resulting from
Fp.→
• H needs to reject Fp in order
to challenge p.→
• H needs to provide reasons
for non-Fp. →
• H needs to provide reasons
for (non-shared p)• Prove that the definition of
hostilities is not shared →
• Challenge the act of
redefinition→
○ Obama needs to defend
the act (p is shared) or
○ Obama needs to defend
the redefinition (provide
arguments).
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could be commonly considered as falling within the category of bad and
useless citizens. However, this proposition was presented as a definition,
confounding the genus with the species (or an accidental property with
an essential or fundamental one). This similarity between the definition
and propositions commonly accepted generates a first dialectical ambiguity, which was used in the implicit act of redefining and therefore combined
with a second dialectical ambiguity, generated by the pragmatic confusion
stemming from the speaker’s act of reminding a definition that could be
advanced only as a standpoint.
This definition was used in 100 BC by the quaestor Quintus Caepio to
label the tribune of the people Lucius Saturninus as seditious, because he
brought a new grain law before the people despite the veto of some senators.
This decision was an action outside the bonds of the res publica (Gildenhard
2011: 145) but amounted only to a hostile attitude toward the senate,
without involving any insurrection or attacks to the established order. The
redefinition was used implicitly in a classificatory argument. Saturninus was
labelled as ‘seditious’ based on his decision to act against the senate. The
implicit aspect of the redefinition increased its strategic force. The speaker
took it for granted, as if it were a shared concept, leaving to the hearer
the pragmatic burden of reconstructing the implicit move and the definitional proposition, and the dialectical one of providing arguments against
its acceptability and rejecting the move as an implicit reminder.
The act of implicitly redefining a concept can be considered an act of
introducing ambiguity. Instead of clarifying a vague or ambiguous meaning,
the speaker uses a definition that is unshared. Moreover, the implicit redefinition carries a powerful dialectical effect, as we have noted, the absence of
commitments. The speaker introduces a new definition that conflicts with
the accepted meaning or does not correspond to it. However, his move is
implicit. He commits himself and the audience to a definition without taking on any commitment for the act of introducing it. For this reason, his
new definition can be attacked only by performing a meta-dialogical move.
The hearer needs to reconstruct the speaker’s definitional act and reject it,
denying the possibility of performing it. The hearer needs to solve first a
pragmatic ambiguity: Is the speaker trying to impose the redefinition (he
is in the position of power), advance it, or inform the hearer of a meaning
that should be shared? Then he has to show why the move could not be
performed, reconstructing the implicit definition and analyzing the conditions of the act. What is relevant is that this implicit move shifts the burden
of proof onto the hearer. He is not simply bound to question the definition,
accept it, or advance a contrary position. His “right to challenge” is not
granted, and he needs to advance a reason for rejecting the move in order
not to be committed to the implicit redefinition.
The strategic effect of the act of implicitly redefining can be represented
by specifying further the commitment structure mentioned in the previous
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section, making explicit the consequences of the conditions of the implicit
act. In Table 4.10 we show the dialectical structure of the implicit redefinition as a reminder, applying the aforementioned account to the example of
the redefinition of ‘hostilities.’
Implicit redefinitions are therefore strategies grounded on a dialectical ambiguity, resulting in a shifting of a burden of proof. Their
force can be increased by taking for granted a redefinition that is similar to the shared one. Obama was harshly criticized for his redefinition,
which openly conflicted with the military definition and the commonly
shared one.
If we consider the ancient counterpart of Obama’s move, we notice that
Caepio’s redefinition mentioned above was much more complex. Refusing
to comply with the law and attacking the senate amounted to being a ‘bad
citizen,’ as Cicero claims, of a specific kind. Far from being seditious, Caepio
refused to comply with the laws and subverted them. In a metaphorical
sense, he declared war on the senate. This definitional ambiguity makes
the move extremely effective, as the citizens (and the court) actually had
to face a subtle distortion, an extreme reinterpretation of the definiendum.
Thus this ancient ‘textbook’ case can reveal crucial elements of a strategic
move that is currently used in politics.
The force of the implicit redefinition lies in the dialectical ambiguity
of the propositional content, that is, the definition. The speaker needs
to hide his move and lead the interlocutor to take the new definition as
an accepted or acceptable one. For this reason, the undefined or vague
concepts are the ones that better suit the purpose of this kind of move.
The omission of a definition or the introduction of different definitions
artificially creates a definitional gap or conceptual vagueness and allows
the speaker to be free to redefine the concept, within the limits provided
by the boundaries of the alternative concepts. The vagueness of a concept increases the interlocutor’s burden of proof, as he cannot rely on
a specific and alternative definition to oppose it. The use of conceptual
vagueness can be analyzed starting from an ancient strategic move, whose
effects were analyzed in the Roman dialectical theories. Let’s go back to
the comparable example in the ancient rhetoric, which is very revealing,
and continue the story on the grain tax.
After Saturninus had brought the bill to the popular vote, Caepio
impeded and broke up the voting on it. Caepio “destroys the bridges,
throws down the ballot boxes, and blocks further action on the motion” (Ad
Herennium, I, 21). For this reason, he was accused by Saturninus of treason,
or rather maiestas minuta (Gildenhard 2011:145). Saturninus (and the
court) charged Caepio of a crime that was extremely vague, which was until
that time applied to the conduct of the provincial governor (Mousourakis
2003: 227; Seager 2001: 144). He implicitly redefined a vague concept
(Seager 2001: 147):
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ANCIENT REDEFINITIONS OF ‘TREASON’
The prosecution, he says, would claim that maiestas was diminished by the spurning of those elements which constituted the amplituda of the State. As paramount
among these it would then select (from an obviously wide range of possibilities)
the suffrage of the people and the powers of its magistrates. Cacpio’s action in
interfering with the poll deprived the people of its right to vote, Sarurninus of his
right to initiate legislation. The defence, however, has a counter-definition: that
man is guilty of maiestas who damages the amplitude of the State (qui amplitudinem
civitatis detrimenta adficit). With pleasing synecdoche Caepio claims that he protected the amplituda of the State from damage by saving the treasury from the
unjustified expense which Saturninus’s corn distributions would have entailed.
Thus he preserved maiestas from utter extinction.

Both parties argued for a classification grounding it on implicit redefinitions of maiestas. The prosecution shifted the burden of disproving the
redefinition onto the defense, who in its turn implicitly redefined what
‘amplitude’ was. This legal case shows how vagueness can be used as the
ground for a strategic move. Vagueness can also be introduced for the purpose of allowing the speaker to redefine the concept he wishes to use.
Comparison with these ancient examples is extremely relevant in the
current political and legal rhetoric. The previously presented cases of
implicit redefinition clearly show the deliberate use of vagueness. The
implicit redefinition of ‘enemy combatant’ was allowed by the deliberate
omission of its definition. A term that can be used to avoid the application
of the Geneva Convention was left undefined, without referring to any
precedent case containing such a word. Bush used it to classify foreign
alleged terrorists or combatants as well as two American citizens caught
in two clearly different situations. The court had to reconstruct a possible
meaning, tracing it back to the only possible similar concept, applied to
foreign saboteurs during the Second World War.
Reagan supported his cuts to the American welfare system by leaving
the category of the ‘truly needy’ (to be left unaffected by the reduction
of the welfare program) undefined and therefore extremely vague. In his
speech on May 1, 1971, Reagan used this concept to support his proposal
of increasing spending for this category of people and improving education
(Kiewe & Houck 1991: 79):
These are the truly needy . . . the blind, the elderly, the disabled and those children
from families with little or no outside income and no employed breadwinner.

Age and physical impairment were the two criteria used for classifying the
truly needy. However, when later as a president he decided to reduce the
welfare program, he could not provide such a narrow definition. In his
State of the Union Addresses in 1982 and 1983 he simply identified this
category as including the opposite of the ‘greedy,’ or rather the cheaters
(Ronald Reagan, State of the Union Address, January 26, 1982):
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Not only the taxpayers are defrauded; the people with real dependency on these
programs are deprived of what they need, because available resources are going not
to the needy, but to the greedy.

However, the cuts affected not only the cheaters, but all the needy. Reagan
used in his speeches other redefinitions of ‘truly needy,’ narrowing down
the concept to exclude people who could work but are unemployed or
poorly paid (Weiler & Pearce 1992: 243). The vagueness of this concept
allowed him to use it as an instrument of persuasion and at the same time
as a strict criterion for excluding the needy from the welfare programs.
7. Conclusion
Definitions are crucial for setting the dialectical grounds of a dialogue or
a discourse. Definitions can inform the interlocutor of a commitment or
remind him of it. They can advance a description of a meaning or simply
impose it, by stipulating a unique or new definition. Finally, they can commit the speaker to a specific language use and the interlocutor to a specific
interpretation. However, these acts are only the explicit ones. Some actions
can be performed by non-acting when it is necessary to do so, or by performing a more complex action, presupposing a non-explicit one. To describe
the first case, we introduced the act of omitting a definition, while to refer
to the second one we used the concept of implicit definitions. In order to
analyze the structure of these acts we examined their use in a context of
dialogue in which the conditions and the effects of a dialogical move are
governed by specific rules and judged by a competent authority in a coherent fashion. The legal framework provided a set of requirements for the use
of each act of defining and descriptions of their consequences. However,
in legal discourse the admissibility of a move is (almost) always dependent
on an external judgment or rule. In other contexts of dialogue, a move
cannot be simply assessed as right or wrong. In politics, like in ordinary
conversation, we evaluate a dialogue move as effective, felicitous, acceptable, mischievous, infelicitous, or unacceptable. In order to provide some
criteria for evaluating the moves of defining, we abstracted their dialectical
characteristics and pragmatic conditions and applied them to some of the
most known and effective contemporary speeches.
From the definitions we analyzed in political speeches, we noticed that
the most effective and strategic definitional moves are based on ambiguity. The first kind of ambiguity is pragmatic. Very seldom does the speaker
announce his redefinition of a crucial term. Instead, he can achieve a more
powerful effect by leaving it up to the hearer to reconstruct his communicative intention. Is the speaker introducing a new definition that needs
to be supported by arguments and open to criticism, or simply stating a
commonly accepted one? This pragmatic ambiguity rests on two crucial
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factors: the speaker’s decision not to underscore the questionable nature of
his description, and the dialectical ambiguity of the definition itself. In particular, the speaker treats a new definition as if it were a commonly accepted
one, manipulating the interlocutors’ commitments. This dialectical ambiguity is often grounded on a semantic one, as the redefined concept somehow resembles the one that is commonly shared.
As we noted about the political definitions, the most effective act of
defining is the implicit definition. The speaker simply takes for granted
a new definition of a word, using the definiendum with a new meaning. He
leads the audience to take the new definition as an accepted or acceptable
one. Vague words such as ‘peace,’ ‘hostilities,’ and ‘needy’ can be implicitly
redefined because their boundaries are not shared, and the speaker can
implicitly impose new ones without conflicting with the interlocutors’ commitments. Similarly, definitional gaps created by the omission of definitions
leave the speaker free to implicitly redefine the non-defined concept.
Implicit redefinitions traditionally were analyzed as extremely powerful
dialectical strategies. They shift the burden of proof on the interlocutor,
who needs to reject a commitment that he never took on. Vague concepts
increase such a burden, as the interlocutor cannot refuse the implicit definition by opposing a commonly accepted one. Implicit moves are therefore
crucial strategic moves, as they can be used to manipulate commitments,
impose on the hearer a commitment that he never took on, and alter the
dialectical roles between the proponent of a viewpoint and the opponent.
These moves are extremely complex if we analyze them as kinds of speech
acts. From a pragmatic point of view, the speaker is taking for granted a
proposition. The crucial question is how this move is possible. How can the
speaker “take for granted”? This problem brings us back to a fundamental and controversial issue, pragmatic presupposition. The inquiry into this
topic will bring us to a deeper level of analysis, where semantics and dialectics meet epistemology.

